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Abstract—Heterogeneous Device-to-Device mobile networks
are characterised by frequent network disruption and unreli-
ability of peers delivering messages to destinations. Trust-based
protocols has been widely used to mitigate the security and
performance problems in D2D networks. Despite several efforts
made by previous researchers in the design of trust-based routing
for efficient collaborative networks, there are fewer related
studies that focus on the peers’ neighbourhood as a routing
metrics’ element for a secure and efficient trust-based protocol.
In this paper, we propose and validate a trust-based protocol
that takes into account the similarity of peers’ neighbourhood
coefficients to improve routing performance in mobile HetNets
environments. The results of this study demonstrate that peers’
neighbourhood connectivity in the network is a characteristic
that can influence peers’ routing performance. Furthermore, our
analysis shows that our proposed protocol only forwards the
message to the companions with a higher probability of delivering
the packets, thus improving the delivery ratio and minimising
latency and mitigating the problem of malicious peers ( using
packet dropping strategy).

Hetrogeneous Networks, Wireless D2D Communications,
Trust-Based Protocol, Secure Collabaorative Routing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Heterogeneous (HetNets) Device-to-device (D2D) net-
works that enable direct communication between nearby mo-
biles devices is an exciting innovation that facilitates interop-
erability between critical public safety networks and increases
the amount of traffic, quality requirements, and enables new
mobile cloud computing demands. Among others, one impor-
tant feature of D2D communication is the direct communica-
tion with the immediate next-hop peer, which in turn, have
several advantages such as increasing network spectral effi-
ciency and energy efficiency, and reducing transmission delay.
Along with these advantages, the D2D in the heterogeneous
network has various anticipated challenges for collaborative
routing. For example, a device may or may not cooperate in
data forwarding; a device may fail to appropriately participate
in collaborative task due to its limited resources, or position
in the network. Also, some routing protocols of D2D com-

munications use the assumption, that in a cooperative HetNets
environments, a peer with higher trust value can serve as a
good potential relay regardless of the peer’s connectivity, and
the number of neighbours at a time. This, however, may not be
a valid supposition in practice. For example in a Delay tolerant
network (DTN), a peer with a good record of data forwarding
may receive a packet but can fail to forward it on time if there
are no immediate neighbours around or if its neighbours are
not connected with other peers that can forward the messages
to the destination.

Additionally, the ability of the peers in wireless communi-
cation settings to transmit the data packet across the network
is limited to the proximity between peers’ communication
ranges and the energy applied by peers when sending data.
In such environments, two peers can communicate with each
other only when they are in contact (in the same transmission
range with each other). That is to say, a peer that is in a
strategic location (connected) can have a higher probability of
transmitting the data packets across the network.

Thus, the success of collaborative routing in HetNets
depends on the extent at which the peers can fully interact
with other peers and peers can make a routing decision
based on trust, cooperation, and indeed the level of peers’
connectivity in the network. The resultant collaborative
routing task between the peers empower the peers to engage
in greater tasks beyond those that can be accomplished by
individual peers in the network [1], and it helps the peers in
making collective routing decisions and judgement about the
behaviour and actions of other peers in the network. In fact,
collaborative routing between the peers improves the D2D
Wireless Network efficiency [2] and enables efficient packet
routing and data forwarding. At the same time it prevents
jamming and minimises end-to-end delay and latency [3]
as well as improving the data-centric behaviour of many
WSNs applications [4]. In collaborative routing schemes, a
peer may altruistically contribute their resources or serve
as a good relay peer for the satisfaction of being an active
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contributor or to gain recognition (increase in popularity
or trust level). Also, peers can collaborate and cooperate
in the processes of traffic relaying, outlier analysis, or next
neighbour selection to maximize total network throughput by
using all the available peers for routing and forwarding. This
perception made it clear that the more the peers participate
positively in the routing processes, the higher the network
performance, and the higher the chances for the network
to be secured regarding the denial of service attacks (Sybil
attacks, blackhole attacks, etc.). However, the collaborative
routing mechanism along with its advantages brings in some
security issues such as information errors and losses caused
by components’ failure of peers in the network, external
interference, wireless transmission errors and excessive packet
drops [5] which can adversely affect the delivery performance
of data communication in the network. All these challenges
might be related due to the peers’ inability to identify an
excellent relaying peer while making a routing decision.
Therefore, the success of collaborative routing mechanisms
used by wireless D2D devices largely depends on the extent
at which the peers can make efficient routing decisions
through identifying a connected peer that can serve as a good
relaying peer in the network. For example, in many D2D
networks such as MANET, WSN, VANETs etc. peers are
expected to utilize their limited resources (energy) for routing
functions (next peer selection, data forwarding etc.) with the
probability of higher packets deliverance.

Previous studies have shown that the cooperation, and
collaboration enforcement mechanism between the peers using
trust and reputation, can increase the network performance
and quality of service [6],[7] in the network. Currently,
many D2D trusts and reputation models have been proposed
in different kinds of literature. Most of the proposed
trust and reputation models only consider the models’
implementation based on the satisfactory and unsatisfactory
behaviour of the peers in providing the valid packets [8]
and the use of community-based reputations to estimate
the trustworthiness of the peers (peer trust models) [9]
to mention but few. However, the modelling of trust and
reputation in D2D networks is a critical mission that cannot be
accomplished without considering the information processing
and communication across the networks and the connectivity
between the peers for effectively distributed trust decision
making. In this regards, is of great interest to understand
how the peers’ contacts and connectivity can influence trust
decision processes and by extension can influence routing
performance. Here, we note that with the short-range wireless
transmission ability of the mobile peers, is possible in the
absent of global network connectivity, that the mobility pattern
of the peers can be exploited for packet transfer between the
peers, even though, there might be no end-to-end connectivity.

Further, rescent studies including the work of [10] shows
that the network of Mobile HetNets exhibits a ubiquitous
of Transient Connected Components (TCCs).That peers make

contacts and interact with other peers to form connected
components which can enable peers to contact each other
through multi-hop wireless connection. Further, some studies
inclusing the work of [11] have shown that the use of so-
cial metrics and Complex Network Analysis (CNA) such as
peers’ Centrality Estimation for computing the comparative
centrality of two encountering peers and similarity of the
peers’ behavioural profiles based on the mobility preferences
[12], peers’ betweenness and community structure [13] can
be exploited to provide effective solution to improve the
performance of routing forwarding between mobile peers.
Further, previous studies suggested that the peers’ mobility
can equally contribute to predicting peers’ contacts, peers
connectivity and peers ability in delivering the packets from
the sources to the destinations [14]. We understand that the
community structure is an essential properties of CNA that
reveals the inherent structure of the complex network and can
be used for predicting the future contacts in mobile networks
such as DTNs MANETs etc [13].

One of the basic measures to describe the peers’ net-
work connectivity is the distribution of the number of links
(established wireless connections with other neighbours) per
network-node and the number of shared neighbours among the
peers. However, to investigate peers’ connectivity of mobile
network settings in relation to routing between the peers, it
is essential to understand the basic principles behind peers,
contacts, peers’ mobility pattern and a key step in establish-
ing contact between peers among the neighbours (discovery
process).

Fig. 1. Contacts Illustration

For example, consider the diagram in Figure 1, which
illustrates the encounters between the two mobile peers, p and
q who move in opposite directions (toward each other), with
each peer having a diameter range of 10m moving at a velocity
of 0.75m/s. It can be noticed that the contacts and connectivity
between the peers depend on three factors. The first factor
is the diameter of the peers (wireless range covered); with a
diameter = 10m, it will take the peers a minimum window
contact opportunity of only 26.7s to overlap each other (to
go out of range of each other), and when the diameter of the
devices is 15m each, and with the same velocity of 0.75m/s,
the contact opportunity can be up to 40s. Here, we note that
the contact time is the time it takes the peers to discover each
other and establish a communication channel. Although this
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is trivial, it can be noticed that the devices’ wireless ranges
influence the devices’ contact duration and connectivity.

The second factor is the speed of the devices. With the
increase of the peers’ speed, the minimum contact time
decreases. The third factor which is related to our interest
is the frequency of contacts between the peers (this will be
covered in detail in subsequent sections).

However, some of the related questions for understanding
the connectivity between peers in relation to forwarding met-
rics include: how can the peer’s contacts be appropriately cap-
tured and represented adequately in the neighbours’ discovery
process for trust evaluations? Can the peers’ contacts, motions
serve as a basis for peers’ connectivity and peers’ ranking
in trust evaluation metrics? How can the decision trust be
integrated with the peers’ connectivity ranks for collaborative
routing decisions? To attempt these questions, we contribute
in the following ways:

(i) We propose a neighbourhood trust-based data forward-
ing strategy to improve the performance of wireless mobile
devices in a HetNets. We achieved this through developing
a similarity algorithm for quantifying the peer’s similarity
regarding the number of neighbours as a forwarding metric.

(ii) We propose a new trust-based protocol for evaluating
peers routing behaviour.

(iii) We analyse the relationship between peers’ connectiv-
ity, peers’ radio ranges, and peers’ speed for a trust-based
routing decisions as a new way of understanding peers’
attributes as elements of trust evaluation between wireless
peers.

For the experimentation, we observed performance of our
proposed solution using the Opportunistic Networking Envi-
ronment (ONE) Simulator [15].

II. RELATED WORK

Several trust-aware models based on routing and resource
attributes for peer selection using measures of trustworthiness
and peers routing abilities were proposed in the litreture[16].
There are few efforts from the literature that explore the
influence of peers’ connectivity as a trust evaluation factor
in D2D collaborative routing schemes[17]. The use of social
properties such as friendship [18], community structure [19],
similarities regarding peers’ interests [20] and location of peers
[21] has recently become the focus of many collaborative
routing schemes. Yet, there has been less work dedicated to
clearly establish the relationship between different peers’ rout-
ing elements such as peers’ speed, interface range and peers’
overlay connectivity in relation to peers routing reliability for
trust-based routing protocols.

Further, many of the ad-hoc network trust models are
naively based on a trust-your-neighbour relation. In this type of
trust model, the entire trust management system (origination,
managing and expiration) usually has a short lifespan, and
the peers may lack a comprehensive knowledge of the overall
neighbour trust level. As a result, most of the direct trust
models only work in an environment where all the nodes are
self-organized and mobile (e.g., military and law enforcement

applications) which limits their functionalities to some specific
areas.

Recently, several attempts were made by many authors to
propose a different improvement in the various aspects of
direct trust and reputation algorithms. For example, the study
in [22] introduced a zone-based trust management agreement
scheme in wireless sensor networks. The scheme was designed
to detect and revoke groups of compromised nodes within
the trust formation and forwarding phase. Each node directly
interacts with the neighbouring nodes for the trust report event
and stores the report in a knowledge cache. The proposed
protocol comprises of zone discovery, trust formation and
forwarding phases. Before making a final judgement, a trustor
will always compute the difference between the probability
distribution function of the neighbourhood trust and the prob-
ability distribution function of the information received from
its neighbours at every slot of time (say, T). The total trust
factor can be determined based on the deviation between
the reports of the observation using the information theoretic
metric KullbackLeibler-divergence.

Also, the work in [23] proposed a novel, Connected Domi-
nating Set (CDS)-based reputation monitoring system. Which
employs a CDS-based monitoring backbone to securely ag-
gregate the reputation of sensors without subjecting them to
energy depletion or reputation pollution attacks.

In addition, apart from constraints that are application-
specific, the concept of direct trust suffers from the following
setbacks that may limit its application in a distributed and
autonomous wireless network: a) Notion of prediction: peer
p can either trust peer q or distrust peer q [24], since it
has no other means of trusting peer q; b) peer p can only
compute peer qs’ trust value under the condition that peer
p trusts peer q; c) Energy depletion problem; the amount
of energy needed for a wireless node to accomplish trust
management processes (trust aggregation and trust evaluation)
with all other neighboring peers in a distributed network will
be high, since the trust between peers can only be derived
based on their direct contacts and the energy needed for the
node to communicate with other peers is proportional to its
distance with other peers in the network [25].

III. NEIGHBOURHOOD CONNECTIVITY MODEL

Connectivity and community structure recently became the
central focus of behaviour-oriented and opportunistic routing
paradigms and delay tolerant networks [26]. Recently, some
researchers incorporated Complex Network Analysis (CNA)
to formulate and predict the future contact between peers and
the peers’ reliability and relay selection strategy [27]. The
community structure is one of the most important properties
of Complex Network Analysis. In a simple terms, a network
is said to have community structure if the peers of the network
can be easily grouped together into (potentially overlapping)
sets of peers and each peer in the network can efficiently
interact with other peers either through direct contact or indi-
rect contacts. Based on the previous findings in the literature
[17], evidence suggests that to improve routing performance
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between wireless peers, taking advantage of positive social
characteristics such as community structure and friendship
to assist packet forwarding is essential. Additionally, the
concept of community structure in relation to transitivity also
goes in line with the dynamic balance theory and Simmelian
triangle theory which states: ”The localised cohesion between
transitive peers is optimal for sharing information, encouraging
cooperation and minimising conflict between the actors” [28].
The tendency for a peer to belong to a certain structured
community with a similar neighbourhood can represent its
potential reliability to handle a particular task to improve
the quality of communication in the network and serve as
a relay peer in dealing with the task of packet forwarding.
Motivated by the different social network and delay tolerant
routing protocols that use the history of the encounter between
the peers and the transitivity in estimating each peers’ delivery
probability. Therefore, due to the uncertainty in nodal mobility,
we foresee that identifying a particular node that belongs to
a community within an arbitrary mobile wireless network
can provide a new angle of view in the design of trust-
based routing protocols. Thus, to understand the effects of
connectivity as routing attributes, we identify a neighbourhood
coefficient as a measure of the degree to which peers in the
network tend to cluster together.

Given a network G = (N,L) with peers’ sets N and the
links between the peers L. Each peer in the network can be a
source or destination of the traffic, and with equal transmission
range ι(n). We can define the network as G = (N,L) : N =
{p, q, ..., r} and L ⊆ {(p, q)} : p, q ∈ N, and p 6= q. Let the
transmission range of peer p be ι(p) and the distance between
peer p and peer q be disp,q . Let np denotes the set of peers
that are neighbours of peer p and within the communication
area of p. For the communication between peer p and peer
q to be successful the following condition must be satisfied:
(i) disp,q ≤ ι(n) (receiver is within the communication range
of the sender) and any peer r such that disr,qι′(r), is not
transmitting (i.e, the receiver is free of interference from any
other possible sender). In other words, peer p can successfully
transmit the packet to q if p is a neighbour of q and no other
q’s neighbour is transmitting to peer q simultaneously.

A. Neighbourhood Coefficient Approximation

Given a network G = (N,L) consisting of peers N =
{p, q, r} and the set of communication links between the peers
L ⊆ {(p, q)} : p, q ∈ N, and p 6= q, the set of neighbourhood
of peer p is defined as its immediately connected neighbours
as follows Np : Np = {q : {(p, q)} ∈ L ∧ {(q, p)} ∈ L}. If
{(p, q)} is distinct from {(q, p)}, for each peer p ∈ N there
are possible number of distinct wireless interface connection
np(np − 1) that could exist among the peers within the
neighbourhood of peer p, where np is the total number of
peer p neighbours.

Therefore, if we denote the neighbourhood coefficient of
peer p as Ncoef(p), we can compute the routing metric of
peer p using the following clustering coefficient equation (1).

Ncoef(p) =
2{|{p, q} : p, q ∈ Np, {(q, p)} ∈ L|}

(np(np − 1))
(1)

Figure 2 shows an example of a community neighbourhood
network of nine peers with their corresponding neighbourhood
coefficient in Table I using equation (1). Suppose that peer p
have a data to forward to the destination in the form of ”store-
carry-and-forward”. Based on the existing trust mechanism
in the literature, peer p can forward the packets to a peer
with the higher trust value among y, f and r whose have a
direct contact (indicated line between the peers) with peer p.
We used the clustering coefficient equation (1) to compute
the peer’s neighbourhood coefficient of Figure 2 to arrived at
Table I. Looking at Table I, since peer r has higher forwarding
metrics regarding connectivity, it may have a higher chance of
routing to the destination.Thus, it might be additional routing
intelligence if peer p can evaluate its subjects’ neighbourhood
coefficient as an additional element of trust evaluations.

Fig. 2. Neighbourhood Illustration

TABLE I
FORWARDING METRICS TABLE

Peers Ncoef(p) N.Pairs =
np(np−1)

2
w 0.000
z 0.000 1.000
c 0.000 1.000
o 0.333 6.000
y 0.333 15.000
m 0.667 3.000
f 0.333 6.000
r 0.667 3.000
p 0.667 3.000

B. Neighbourhood Similarity Modelling

The similarity in terms of frequent contacts, visited locations
or interests are often seen as major factors for connectivity in
DTN and social networks. For instance, people tend to connect
with those sharing similar tastes, social background, interests
and beliefs, and also similar popularity. This is often expressed
as ”love of the same” or ”Birds of a feather flock together”
[29]; that is the tendency of individuals to associate and
bond with similar others which can be treated synonymously
with similarity in the context of connectivity. On the same
vein, peers’ similarity as a network formation model can
also reproduce the commonly perceived power-law or scale
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free distribution of sparsely connected networks. It should be
clear that in a traditional random network the degrees of all
peers are distributed around the average [30], therefore using
similarity of peers degree can equally be applied in collective
or collaborative routing for behaviour analysis and outlier
analysis for networks anomaly identification. Subsequently, a
similarity model can produce the characteristics of different
densities in real networks, thus, it can be used as a model
for describing the topological transition between the peers
in the network [31]. Therefore, the tendency of a peer to
belong to a certain structured community with a similar
neighbourhood can represent its potential routing ability for
data forwarding within the community thus, will improve the
quality of communication in the network [32]. Additionally,
motivated by different social networks and delay tolerant
routing protocols [33] that use the history of encounters and
similarity between the peers in terms of frequent visited
locations and mobility patterns for predicting peers’ delivery
probability, we proposed a connectivity similarity model .
In this regard, we postulate that the relative comparisons of
the proliferation of peers’ transitivity coefficients may give
a meaningful basis for understanding the peers’ connectivity
for collaborative routing handling [34]. We envision that such
comprehensive approach has two advantages:

1. It stimulates behaviour-aware message routing protocol
thereby each peer can understand the changes of its potential
routing partners’ connectivity; thus determining whether a peer
will be a good relaying peer or otherwise.

2. It also speeds up the discovery of the peer with sim-
ilar behaviour and mobility pattern for collaborative routing
decisions.

Thus each time peer p wants to participate in a routing
process, it will advertise its neighbourhood coefficient. This
can be achieved through simple scanning of its neighbours.

d(Ncoef(p), Ncoef(q)) = |Ncoef(p) −Ncoef(q)| (2)

We can, therefore, normalise the difference between the two
possible attributes values with the maximum possible attributes
level as follows.

d(Ncoef(p), Ncoef(qi)) =
n∑

i=1

|Ncoef(pi) −Ncoef(qi)|
Max(Ncoef(pi), Ncoef(qi))

,

(3)
Therefore, the similarity between peer p and q’s neigh-
bourhood coefficients can be evaluated as: Sp,q = 1 −
d(Ncoef(p), Ncoef(q)) which can be represented as follows:

Sp,q = 1−
n∑

i=1

|Ncoef(pi) −Ncoef(qi)|
Max(Ncoef(pi), Ncoef(qi))

(4)

From equation (1), the Max(Ncoef(pi), Ncoef(qi)) = 1,
therefore, the similarity between peer p and peer q is simply

1−
n∑

i=1

|Ncoef(pi)−Ncoef(qi)|. We can simplify the similarity of

peers’ neighborhood coefficient using the following equation
(5).

Sp,q = 1− |Ncoef(p) −Ncoef(q)| (5)

IV. TRUST MODEL

In this section, we describe the trust evaluations between
mobile peers. Upon an encounter between two peers (p, q),
peer p can update its direct trust on peer q based on the
update of the total. For example, let tp,q be the trust value
that peer p places in peer q based on its a priori experience
with peer q, where tp,q ∈ 〈0, 1〉 : p 6= q. Looking at
the distributes EigenTrust algorithm [8], each time peer p
encounters peer q, peer p can assess the trust level of peer
q based on their encounter delivery vectors exchanges. If the
encounters history is not satisfactory it will be considered as
a negative experience, therefore the local trust value (tp,q)
between p and q will decrease; while if the encounter history
between the peers is satisfactory, then it will be considered
a positive experience and the (tp,q) will increase. If the
peers’ transaction is undecided, it will have no effect in
the peers’ trust evaluation. Therefore, sat(p, q) represents the
number of satisfactory encounters between peer p and peer q
while unsat(p, q) represents the total number of unsatisfac-
tory encounters between peer p and peer q[35]. Evidence of
trustfulness is manifested by the encounters history exchanges
between the peers. Thus, the resultant local trust value between
the peers can be computed as Cp,q = sat(p, q)− unsat(p, q).
The normalised reputation can be computed as:

tp,q =
max(Cp,q, 0)∑
qmax(Cp,q, 0)

, ||~tp|| :
N∑
q=1

tp,q = 1 (6)

The global trust equation peer p can estimate about peer r
based on the feed back of peer q about the behaviour of peer
r can be presented in the following equation (7).

Tp,q =
∑
q

tp,qtq,r (7)

Therefore, each peer will maintain the local trust observation
vectors of its subjects’ trust values as follows:

~tp = (tp,q, ...., tp,N )T , 0 ≤ tp,q ≤ 1 (8)

Note: the local trust value (tp,q) in equation (8) represents the
normalised local trust value peer p have about q and other
peers in the network; Tp,r in equation (7) is global (transitive
trust) of q computed by p based on trust that p has about q.
Therefore, every peer can use his global observation vector’s
elements (~tp) to compute the global trust value Tp,q . To secure
the implementation of our protocol, we estimate the trust value
of the peers to two basic principles; (1) the trust value of a
peer is computed in a distributed fashion. Thus a peer does
not have access to its trust information where it can be subject
to alterations and (2) the trust value of a peer is computed by
more than one peer so that malicious peers cannot succeed in
white washing attacks.

The above presented algorithm is used to determine the
trust worthiness of a peer in delivering received messages.
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For instance, peer p can assess peer q’s unhealthiness based on
evidence manifested due to malicious attacks detected which
including packet dropping, self-promoting, bad-mouthing and
ballot stuffing attacks through the encounter history exchanged
from peer q. In the event where the encounter history is satis-
fied (e.g., using encounter tickets as in [36]), this is considered
as a positive experience which can cause an increase in the
trust level of q in the eyes’ of p, otherwise it is considered as
a negative experience which can lead to the decrease in the
trust level of q .

Based on peer p’s experience about q, peer p can store
the trust value of peer q and the neighbourhood coefficient
similarity value with peer q: (Tp,q, Sp,q) after every contact
between the two peers. If peer p has not stored (Tp,q, Sp,q),
the trust value between the two peers is assumed to be
zero therefore, the trust value can be recalculated at each
opportunistic encounter according to the following rules:

1) All peers enter the mode where they can search for their
neighbours using their shortest range receivers.

2) On finding one or more peers within the transmission
range a peer can search its contact list to find the trust
value of a peer and compute the corresponding neigh-
bourhod similarity with the encountered peer before data
transfer.

3) Every peer keeps its neighbourhood list and their corre-
sponding trust values and adds itself as a member.

4) Peers keeps on exchanging their neighbourhod list.
Therefore, we define a specific function TS(Tp,q, Sp,q)

as the resultant trust value between the peers as follows in
equation (9).

TS = Tp,q ∗ Sp,q (9)

Our proposed connectivity trust model enables a peer to
route a data packet to the corresponding neighbour with
the higher probability of delivering the data packet to the
destination. As mentioned earlier, the neighbours (connected
peers) of the forwarding peer are those that are in the same
transmission range with the forwarding peer with each node
having a unique identifier. Once a peer is in the position to
forward the data packet, it will look into its routing list for the
computation of the trust value of its neighbours. The inputs
to the routing decision depend on both the trustworthiness of
a peer and the similarity of the peers’ connectivity. This is to
enable us to explore the relative effect of the peers connectivity
in terms of routing handling. Once a peer aggregates all the
trust values it will then filter peers’ trust values and rank
them before forwarding to the routing engine for a routing
decision. A peer will select an optimal next-hop node from its
neighbours using the resultant computed trust values.

Based on the presented trust model, one can observe that in
an ideal collaborative wireless mobile environment, all peers
can choose a next-peer for routing based on their similarity
in terms of connectivity and the trustworthiness of a peer in
terms of reliability for routing handling; in that way a routing
path can be optimised based on the peers’ trustworthiness and

peers’ connectivity; thus a simple connectivity trust-based
protocol is achieved.

V. PROTOCOL IMPLEMENTATION

We understand that DTNs, posses most of the characteristics
of wireless D2D HetNets. Therefore, throughout this paper, we
consider the characteristics of DTN networks for presenting
our concept. However, our proposed model can be applied to
different scenarios and related applications.

To avoid routing loops, we consider a three-hop counts
routing mechanism. i.e, the maximum number of hop-counts
a packet can visit is limited to only 3 hops between the source
and the destination. We achieve this through configuring the
TTL (Time-to-Live) value of the packets so that as the packet
move between hops, the packet’s TTL field is decrease by
one. In the event where the TTL value reaches 0, the packet
is dropped by the relaying peer that decrease the value from
1 to 0.

We conducted simulations using Opportunistic Network En-
vironment Simulator [15] which is a DTN simulator popularly
known for modelling the behaviour of store-carry-forward
networks [37], [38]. We assume peers’ discovery takes only
40 seconds and the packet transfer depends on the resources’
availability of buffer, energy, bandwidth, and Time To Leave
(TTL) etc. A peer is choose as a message carrier if its
trust value is higher in comparison with other peers and
its connectivity with other peers is similar to that of the
sending peer. A peer must also posses the trust threshold i.e.,
a minimum trust level required for a peer to participate in
collaborative routing. At the initial stage, we implemented
our trust model with the pre-trusted peers percentage, pre-
trusted peers weight and zero trust node selection probabilities
as presented in Table II.

A. Protocol Evaluation

We first seek to understand how the peers connectivity
influences the peers’ trust evaluation in mobile wireless en-
vironments. We thus simulate the peers’ mobility pattern at
varying speeds of 0.5m/s and 0.75m/s as shown in Figures 3,
4, Figure 5. In our simulation, as the peers move around, they
keep having contacts with other peers and interact (establish
contacts, exchange messages, etc). The level of peers interac-
tion determine its connectivity which by extension influences
the performance of the routing protocol[39]. Subsequently,
we model the average percentage of distinct neighbours en-
countered both directly and through indirect contacts. For
the indirect connectivity case, we mean the peers that are
reachable via multi hop relay through neighbours’ neighbours
as in [40].

The graph of Figure 3 shows that the average distinct
number of peers connected. The plot shows as the radio ranges
of peers (interface range) and movements speed increases, the
peers’ direct and indirect connectivity of peers increases as
well. The results revealed that the faster-moving peer have
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TABLE II
IMPLIMENTATION PARAMETERS

Number of host 50
Number of interface per peer 2
Movement model Shortest path map based movement
Peers buffer size 50M
Peers’ interface Blue tooth
Message sizes (500kB - 1MB)
Peers percentage 0.3
Pre-trusted peers weight (init) 0.25

Fig. 3. Average distinct connected neighbours

Fig. 4. Delivered packets in relation to peers’ radio ranges

higher chances of meeting many other peers and establish con-
nectivity with them. The results further show that, peer-to-peer
protocols can exploit the indirect connectivity (transitivity)
to reduce the radio ranges in sparse networks thus, reducing
the energy required for message transmission. The graph in
Figure 4 further shows the number of delivered packets in
relation to the increase of peers’ interface ranges. The graphs
shows that with the increase in peers interface ranges, the
number of packets successfully delivered is increasing. In

Fig. 5. Average latency in relation to peers’ radio ranges

Fig. 6. Delivery ratio under best trust formation

other words the total number of packets received by all the
peers in the network. The higher the number of packets
delivered the higher the performance of the protocol. From
the presented results shown in Figure 4, one can observe that
there is a significant improvement in the number of packets
delivered with the increase in the peers’ speed. It is important
to emphasise here that the number of packets delivered in
collaborative networks is closely associated with quality of
service considerations, and it is related to reliable network
performance.

These results support our arguments that the peers’ con-
nectivity is an important factor for efficient trust evaluation
between peers in the network. The results further support that,
if highly connected peers can determine their corresponding
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neighbouring peers with similar a connectivity index, the peers
collaborative routing performance can be enhanced. In the
next subsection, we proceed to evaluate our proposed protocol
based on the peers’ connectivity similarity for trust evaluation.

Fig. 7. Benefit of Trust Based Peer Selection Strategy

Next, we focus our attention to the trust evaluation used
to optimise the routing performance and to diminish the
effect of selfish behaving peers. We consider one of the
most important performance metrics (delivery ratio) for the
secure implementation of D2D routing protocols. We assigned
certain percentage of peers to be periodically dropping the
received messages. The malicious peers have limited trans-
mission ranges and buffer sizes. This induces the malicious
peers to frequently drop the received packets. We also limit
the TTL of the packets created by malicious peers to be 2
minutes only, while for the good behaving peers is up to
300 minutes. This is to enable us to model the behaviour of
peers serving as malicious peers. Once the prescribed time
count(2 minutes) for packets from malicious peers has elapsed,
the peers can discard the packets. Therefore, the number of
malicious packets is limited. This is a typical denial-of-service
attack which degrade the quality of communication between
the peers and reduces network performance. This type of attack
can occur due to several reasons; peers being compromised by
attackers, peers malfunctioning or any selfish behaviour that
can warrant a peer to refuse to participate in packet forwarding.
Our goal is to find the best way for peers to identify reliable
trustworthy peers for message deliverance.

The experiment proceeds by repeatedly increasing the per-
centage of malicious peers who drop the received packets
frequently. From the result of the experiment, fig 6 shows
the maximum delivery ratio obtained when the trust algorithm
operates under the best trust formation settings identified in
table II. We account the delivery ratio as the total number of
packets sent by all the peers in the network divided by the
total number of packets received by the all the peers in the
network.

We see that the delivery ratio remains higher even when the
percentage of malicious peers keeps increasing. This to some

extent shows the resilience of our proposed connectivity trust
model with the increase in malicious peers.

We then proceed to conduct a comparative analysis, con-
trasting between the trust model with connectivity scaling
factor and a trust model with no connectivity scaling factor.
From the graph in Figure 7, it can be observed that the packets
delivery probability of the trust model with connectivity scal-
ing factor shows a significant improvement with the increase
in malicious peers. However, the delivery probability of a
trust model with no connectivity scaling factor show the worst
performance.

From the graph in Figure 7, we can deduce that, the im-
plementation of our proposed trust model (with connectivity)
exhibits higher performance in comparison with a trust model
with no connectivity in terms the packets delivery ratio. For
instance, the graph shows a linear slight decrease of delivery
ratio with respect to the increase in malicious peers. The result
also revealed that the inclusion of connectivity as an element
of trust evaluation between the peers improve the peers trust
evaluation thus, peers can identify the best possible neighbours
to interact with.

Moreover, since the delivery probability favours the in-
crease in the similarity of the connectivity, and the fact that
the connectivity between the peers determine the delivery
performance, this shows that even in the sparse network,
our proposed trust model based on connectivity can yield a
good performance in determining the best possible peers to
collaborate.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The paper has presented a trust-based scheme that exploits
peers’ neighbourhood characteristics to achieve secure and
efficient forwarding strategy among peers in D2D HetNEts.
Our proposed solution combines the peers’ trustworthiness
and similarity of peers’ neighbourhood coefficient for trust
evaluation. Our trust-based protocol design allows the peers
to identify the best possible peer to interact in the midst
of the peers while moving to maximise the packets delivery
and minimise latency. The result of this study, backed by the
simulation validation, demonstrated that there is a correlation
between peers’ connectivity, peers’ interface ranges, and peers’
speed and those factors can be used for modelling peers’
routing behaviour. We understand that as the peers’ radio
interface increase and peers’ speed increases, the peers tend to
establish connectivity and transfer messages with less latency
and the routing performance keep increasing. Further, the
result validation shows that our proposed solution is resilient
against malicious peers and achieves higher performance of
packet delivery ratio. Although our proposed trust-based rout-
ing protocol development is still very much underway, we
discern that the preliminary stage presented in this paper
may be useful to any ad-hoc networking protocol design.
It shows a new way of interpreting peers connectivity and
offers insight into how peers’ neighbourhood coefficient can
be interpreted as an additional scaling factor for trust and
reputation protocol design. Based on the presented study in
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this paper many questions need further investigation about
the peers’ characteristics that can improve peers’ routing
decision. In the next step of this research, we intend to improve
our knowledge about how the three parameters: connectivity,
peers’ interface range and speed can be modelled to understand
peers dynamic motion and behaviour for peers’ reciprocity and
altruism in trust-based routing.
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